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Website 
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Industry 
Manufacturing

Company Size
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Country
Australia

•  Lack of collaboration 
and communication

•  Slow supply chain 
elements

•  Cloud Infrastructure-as-
a-Service (IaaS)

•  Data Backup and 
Disaster Recovery

•  Network management

• IT Security

• Office 365

•  Reduction in production 
time resulting in 
enormous productivity 
benefits

• 100% uptime

About  
SomnoMed
SomnoMed is a world leader in developing medical devices that treat 
obstructive sleep apnea by keeping a patient’s airway continually open 
while they sleep. Their devices have already been used by over 45,000 
Australians and 350,000 people worldwide.

Their product, the SomnoDent® is a device custom-made for patient 
comfort and is available from specialist dentists. The range of devices 
offered follow their “Continuous Open Airway Therapy” brand, COAT™.

The  
Summary
Suffering poor system performance, SomnoMed were unable to 
collaborate effectively. Poor communication prevented SomnoMed  
from being able to digitise and fast-track multiple elements of their 
supply chain.

After Brennan scoped, designed and implemented a completely new 
cloud-based digital infrastructure, SomnoMed estimates that the 
business has cut an average of three or four days from the production 
time, which means enormous productivity benefits. SomnoMed enjoys 
100% uptime by taking its device manufacturing to the cloud.

Business 
Challenge

The
Solution

The
Results

http://somnomed.com/au
https://www.aaappointments.com.au/
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The  
Situation
SomnoMed is a world-leader in developing medical devices that treat 
obstructive sleep apnea, keeping a patients’ airway continually open 
while they sleep. SomnoMed’s devices are in use by over 45,000 
Australians and 350,000 people worldwide.

Their product, the SomnoDent®, is a device custom-made for patient 
comfort and is available from specialist dentists. This range offered to 
follow their ‘Continuous Open Airway Therapy’ brand, COAT™.

While working with Brennan, the first part of the supply chain process 
for the SomnoDent® COAT device was labour-intensive. Dentists were 
required to create 3D moulds, which were converted digitally by local 
SomnoMed designers and then sent to an overseas production facility. 
This process meant that patients were often waiting a considerable time 
for their device.

From an operational perspective, SomnoMed was also experiencing 
some typical technology challenges. They were relying upon an outdated 
on-premise infrastructure, which often failed. The reliance on the 
ageing infrastructure did not allow them to take full advantage of other 
digitisation opportunities. Prevented from fast-tracking cumbersome 
elements of their supply chain, staff were also continually frustrated  
by their underperforming technology, which affected employee morale 
and retention.

The  
Challenges
1. Poor system performance. The greatest challenge for SomnoMed 

was the inferior quality of its dated, on-premise infrastructure. 
For some time, they had been experiencing system outages and 
downtime. This downtime was impeding the overall efficiency and 
productivity of the business. Additionally, their organisational data 
transfer was slow and cumbersome. Even just reliably sending and 
receiving emails, and uploading and downloading files, was  
a challenge.

2. Ineffective collaboration and communication. As all of SomnoMed’s 
infrastructure was on-premise rather than in the cloud, there was 
also little opportunity for staff to work remotely. Information-
sharing between its 40 global hubs, and with the Manilla 
production facility, was also limited.

  THE CHALLENGES CONT...

“Brennan delivered a solution 
that suited our requirements 
precisely. The team took 
[the] time to understand our 
requirements and identified 
our shortcomings so that the 
solution would achieve our 
key objectives. The process 
of working with Brennan 
was easy, and we had total 
confidence in the team’s 
ability to deliver this project 
successfully.”

Matt Purves
Chief Information Officer
SomnoMed
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3. Lack of digitisation across the supply chain. Most importantly,  
on top of restricting day-to-day communication and collaboration,  
their ageing technology prevented the digitisation of its entire 
supply chain.

Like many of their global competitors, SomnoMed knew there was 
enormous opportunity to streamline their supply chain. By enabling 
dentists to send computer-generated images of a patient’s teeth and 
bite registration straight to SomnoMed’s hubs, as opposed to creating  
a 3D mould which then needed to be quality checked, and re-created.

With Brennan’s help, SomnoMed reduced the time taken to produce  
an individual SomnoDent® COAT device by three to four days.

The  
Solution
 SomnoMed engaged Brennan to scope, design, and implement a 
completely new, cloud-based digital infrastructure; a process that  
took around four months from start to finish.

As a priority, Brennan recommended that SomnoMed migrate their 
email to Microsoft Office 365. This decision delivered immediate 
communication efficiencies and the speed with which employees  
could share information.

Brennan then moved SomnoMed’s entire infrastructure across to 
a cloud-based Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) solution, which 
has provided much-improved stability and reliability. The solution 
means Brennan is now responsible, as a managed service provider, 
for coordinating all of SomnoMed’s email, infrastructure, network 
connectivity, security and disaster recovery. Brennan also provides 
day-to-day IT support for SomnoMed’s employees via an online portal 
or phone, and local support is also provided internally by SomnoMed’s 
hubs.

SomTrack is a bespoke, proprietary core business app hosted in the 
Brennan-managed IaaS environment, and all orders are placed and 
managed via this application.

Brennan also manages all of SomnoMed’s data links, providing a secure 
data network that connects SomnoMed’s various hubs and end-users 
to the cloud, meaning that people and offices enjoy secure and robust 
network connections.

SomnoMed also now uses Skype for Business to collaborate and share 
screens, to quickly get answers to questions and deliver superior devices 
for patients.

  THE RESULTS

“Brennan delivered a solution 
that suited our requirements 
precisely. The team took 
[the] time to understand our 
requirements and identified 
our shortcomings so that the 
solution would achieve our 
key objectives. The process 
of working with Brennan 
was easy, and we had total 
confidence in the team’s 
ability to deliver this project 
successfully.”

Matt Purves
Chief Information Officer
SomnoMed
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The  
Results 
The results from a cloud-based solution have been rapid and significant. 
Most importantly, the business now enjoys 100 per cent uptime, which 
means staff are far less frustrated by their infrastructure.

SomnoMed can now have any technical issues resolved quickly 
and effectively, thanks to Brennan’s support and fixed service level 
agreement for response times. They also have peace of mind knowing 
that if a disaster occurs, their data can be up and running again within 
hours.

As a global business, communicating via digital channels using video 
calls has been extremely valuable. SomnoMed now has monthly team 
meetings with representatives from their global team, hubs, and the 
Manilla production facility.

Brennan keeps SomnoMed fully-informed on the progress of their 
network at every stage, with regular service and compliance reports 
sent for complete transparency.

By digitising key elements of their supply chain, SomnoMed has also 
experienced enormous cost savings. There is no duplication of CAD 
diagrams for each mould, and there is also no longer a need to employ 
people at each hub to unpack moulds and collate patient details.

Now, the CAD designers simply access the accurate images  
they need via the SomTrack app.

SomnoMed has estimated that they have cut an average of three to 
four days from the production of each mould. This has translated to 
enormous productivity benefits for SomnoMed, and faster delivery for 
patients, with the quality of the end product also increasing significantly 
being more precise than ever.

100% uptime

Production time  
reduced by up to 4 days

Improved customer 
experience
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Related 
Services

Managed Infrastructure Services 

We can take away the burden and do all the hard work for you, 
managing and improving your IT environment so that you can get on 
with what’s important: the strategic projects that will make a difference 
to your organisation.

Learn more  

Data Backup & Disaster Recovery

To maintain continuity and be ready for any situation, thorough IT and 
data loss prevention planning is critical. By entrusting Brennan to take 
care of your backup and disaster recovery on your behalf, you get the 
confidence of knowing that your valuable data is secure, protected, and 
easily restored whenever you need it.

Learn more  

Digital Workplace Solutions

As Microsoft Gold Partners, we know how to use the tech to help you to 
digitise and thrive. Following our 1-to-5 approach, you can pick the parts 
of our service that you need: from working with you to understand your 
needs, planning every aspect of a migration in relation to the full-suite 
of tools available, to helping you customise and integrate the solution, 
our multi-disciplined team will help guide and support you on your 
Office 365 journey.

Learn more  

Want more information  
about the products and 
services that Brennan  
have helped SomnoMed 
with? Here’s a brief overview.

Visit brennanit.com.au  
for more information.

https://www.brennanit.com.au/managed-infrastructure-services/
https://www.brennanit.com.au/backup-disaster-recovery/
https://www.brennanit.com.au/digital-workplace-solutions/office-365-content-migration/
http://brennanit.com.au
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SPEAK TO US TODAY:
www.brennanit.com.au 

1300 500 000  
sayhello@brennanit.com.au

SYDNEY - BRISBANE - MELBOURNE 
NEWCASTLE - MUMBAI - KOCHI

Why Are We Different?
We’re uniquely positioned to design, manage, and optimise your complete 
IT environment - or just the parts you need help with - so your people can 
have a truly seamless technology experience, wherever they are working.

Out teams are crazy about delivering an exceptional customer experience for 
our clients, which is why we continue to invest in our people, systems, and 
automation. This has resulted in us achieving a world-class Net Promoter 
Score of +80.

Unlike nearly every other Managed Services Provider, Brennan offers a 
complete range of services across infrastructure, networking, end-user 
support, unified communications & telephony, IT security, hardware & 
software procurement, pre-paid support & project services, and bespoke 
business application development such as CRM, intranet, and automation.

Get in touch with us today to see how we can help your organisation. 

https://www.brennanit.com.au/
mailto:sayhello%40brennanit.com.au%20?subject=

